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"Ye are God's husbandry; ye are God's ' 'Ye are the temple of God." In a certain
building," and further, that he "as a wise sense every true believer individually can
master builder, has laid the foundation, claim either, or all of these names, viz.:
Rest m y soul! In Christ reposing,
and another buildeth thereon. But let God's husbandry, building or temple.
Thou hast now t h y haven found;
every man take heed how he buildeth there- But we are persuaded that in the allegory
In His ear thy wants disclosing'
upon."
before us, Paul gives them a wider range,
To His side forever bound.
The writer is well aware that he is about and that he means either of these terms
Once, alas! my heart in sadness
commenting on one of Paul's allegories to represent the whole church at Corinth.
Wandered o'er the dreary wild;
that has been variously interpreted; but as For he says, "Ye are God's husbandry;
But the Savior came with gladness
far as he has yet learned, nothing has been Ye are God's building;" "Ye are the temTo reclaim His wandering child.
put forth satisfactory in all its details. ple of God.'' Here husbandry, buildifig
Light from Heaven, brightly shining,
And should I fail of its true meaning and and temple, are each given in the singular
Showed my Savior and m y sin;
Then my heart, in grief repining,
intent, it may be an inducement for some number, thus proving conclusively, that
Felt its burden sore within.
one else to give a clearer and better ex- each of these names represents the church
in a body.
planation.
Came t h e words, so sweet and tender,
" 'Twas for thee I bled and died:
In the 6th verse he says, "I have plantIn the 9th verse he says, "We are laborI am waiting, drawing nearer;
ed, Apollos watered;" and in the 10th ers together with God." This means himDo not spurn Me from thy side."
verse he says, "I have laid the foundation self and Apollos, in contra-distinction to
When I looked, I saw before me
and another buildeth thereon." Now I the church, thus proving still more clearJesus hanging on the tree:
take these two expressions as meaning the ly that by the terms husbandry, building
H a n g i n g there that H e might save m e
same thing. That is, he (Paul) first and temple, he sets forth the church in a
From all guilt and misery.
preached Christ at Corinth, and Apollos body, and not each member individually.
Then I cried: " O Lamb of Calv'ry!
afterward preached at the same place,
We now come to the material, of which
Guilty, vile, I come to Thee;
confirming what Paul had said, and like- he names different kinds, and in the order
Thou hast with Thy blood redeemed me.
ly adding something more in detail. In of their value.
Make me what I ought to b e . "
this way Apollos watered the plants that
When an architect is engaged to put
Oh, what j o y and peace then gladdened
Paul had set; or, according to the other up a building, the foundation of which is
This poor weary soul of mine!
Now the heart which sin had saddened
figure, Apollos built something on the already laid, his first move is to look the
Jesus fills with love Divine.
foundation that Paul had laid.
ground over for suitable material. He
In so far, this view of the allegory seems may see wood, hay, and stubble in abunFor the Evangelical Visitor.
to be well substantiated, and confirmed dance. With but little labor such stuff
THE LORD'S BUILDING.
by what the same apostle says in Romans can be put in shape and the walls raised.
"For other foundation can no man 15:20, which bears on the same point. But if he is a wise man, as he ought to
lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Here he says, "Yea, so have I strived to be, and knows that his work must be firepreach the gospel, not where Christ was proof, he will avoid all kinds of combusChrist. I Cor. 3:11.
The skillful architect, when about to named, lest I should build up another tible matter.
Gold, silver, and precious stones, in
erect a building, in the first place inquires man's foundation."
We may safely take it for granted, then, their natural condition, require much
into the matter oi a good foundation. He
wants something firm, something that will that in the chapter of the text, where he labor to bring them into good shape for
not give way to any amount of press- speaks about laying a foundation, he use in a building. The cost is great, but
ure that may be brought to bear upon it. means preaching Christ, and converting the careful builder will have them at any
Sand, or boggy earth will not satisfy him. people at a place where the gospel had as price, when he knows his reward will deTo get a good foundation usually requires yet been unknown; and any one that pend on their use.
some labor. It takes digging—and ac- would follow him in the work, he would
To make the application, we will ascording to Luke 6:48—deep digging. If designate as one that waters his plants, or sume that a minister is called to a new
a natural rock is not found, he will supply as one that builds on the foundation laid field of labor for the upbuilding of Zion.
it artificially, and at a depth, secure from by him.
He looks about him for material—ior
frost and floods.
Next comes the question—what is real- members. He finds many who speak
In connection with the text before us, ly the "building" spoken of—as "Ye are favorably of the cause. They extend
Paul discourses on a "building." He says God's husbandry; ye are God's building;" their hospitality. They come to hear him
A W E A R Y H E A R T AT R E S T .
BY M. A. GAIJ,.
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preach. They will join the church. T h e y
will contribute of their means for its support; and some will even offer their small
childrenfor baptism-yea,they will do many
things to ' 'christianize the neighborhood.
All this they will do cheerfully, provided
they are not asked to change their habits
of living, to make wrongs right, and become new creatures. These represent the
wood, hay, and stubble class.
But when the new birth, together with
holiness, and a separation from the world
and its follies are pressed upon them, they
will flinch. They will do the same when
denied a lucrative business that is inconsistent with the Christian life—or when
obliged to suffer reproach or persecution by reason of their profession. These
things—yea, these tests—we understand
are what Paul designates as a trial by
fire.
As to the correctness of this view of the
matter, let us call the apostle Peter to witness. In his first Epistle 4th chapter, 12th
verse, h e says, "Beloved, think it not
strange concerning the fiery trial which is
to try y o u . " T h e reader will notice that
from the 12th verse, to the end of said
chapter, Peter discourses on trials, reproaches and sufferings—all this in connection with, and in direct reference to
what in the 12th verse he designates as
' 'The fiery trial.'' H e will have us to understand that when we are reproached,
maligned, persecuted and ill treated for
Christ's sake, it constitutes a fiery trial;
and in doing so, he corroborates Paul's
testimony as set forth in the allegory of
the building.

YIS1T0R.

strained to believe that the reward spoken
of does not only mean to be admitted into
heaven. Nay: Evidently those who labor
earnestly and successfully in the cause of
Christ, here, shall receive transcendent
glory in the eternal world. For scriptural proof read Daniel 12:3, "They that
turn many to righteousness, shall shine as
the stars for ever and ever."
But what is meant by "The day' as
though some special day was appointed
for this "fiery trial" to take place? According to this exegesis of the parable, it
can not mean the day of final judgment;
hence, we are obliged to find some other
day for it prior to the day of judgment. By
reading the prophets of the Old Testament, we find of many things predicted
to take place "at that day'' when no particular day of twenty-four hours is meant;
and only a period of time in the future is
obviously the meaning. Now the little
words that and the are almost equally
specific: If then the prophets could consistently speak of things to take place on
" That day" when a much longer period
of time was under consideration, we may
well allow Paul the liberty of using the
same contraction, in setting forth a time
of trials, temptations, and persecutions by
the simple form ot " The day."

One more paragraph, and we close.
How does the careful builder go about procuring the proper material? Gold, silver,
and precious stones are wanted. These
in their natural state are mostly found beneath the surface. The miner brings them
up, and they are subjected to great heat
for the purpose of separating the dross
T h e wood, hay, and stubble class can- from the pure metal.
not endure this test; they fall away the
In like manner God's builder goes
same as those named by Jesus in the
forth
with the Bible as his digging impleparable of the sower where the seed fell
ment.
H e delves down deep into the
in stony places arid among thorns. Or,
sinner's
heart.
H e there finds a germ of
in Paul's language, they are burned, and
the builder suffers loss; although he him- holiness implanted by the Creator. He
brings it out in its crude state, and exself shall be saved, yet so as by fire.
poses it to the scorching rays of the ' 'Sun
Then right here comes the question, of righteousness" (Mai. 4:2), that it may
W h a t has this fire to do with the builder's melt in the furnace of penitence, and that
salvation whose work is burned? The an- the dross of iniquity may separate from
swer is found in the fact that he, too, is that which is pure and holy.
exposed to the same trials, reproaches,
Any material, short of undergoing the
and persecutions as the backsliding class
process here indicated, will be found lackare, only that he proves firm and steading in firmness, and ill-suited for the
fast, which they do not.
building of God, and will burn out, when
W e will next inquire into the matter as exposed to the fiery trial."
to how a builder can suffer loss, when he
C. S T O N E R .
is saved? On this point we are conPolo, Illinois.
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THE COVER AND THE HAIR.
But I would have you know, that the
head of every man is Christ; and the
headofthewom.au is the man; and the
head of Christ is God. Every man
praying or prophesying, having his
head covered, dishonoureth his head.
But every woman that prayeth or
prophesieth with her head uncovered
dishonoureth her head; for that is
even all one is if she were shaven:
For if the woman be not covered, let
her also be shorn; but if it be a shame
for a woman to be shorn or shaven,
let her be covered. I Cor: 11:3-6:
This is very plain language and from
it we can easily learn that in worship
the man should have his head uncovered,
and why? (verse 7th) because he is the
image and glory of God.
And that in worship the woman should
have her head covered. Why? Because
the woman is the glory of man.
This brings us to the creation of man
who was created in the likeness of God
to bear His image and to His glory, but
afterward God saw fit to separate the feminine part from the man and formed there
from the woman, and the man said this is
"bone of my bone and flesh of my flesh,"
she being created for the glory of the
man. This being the case the woman
has been imposed upon in all the past
ages, and at present in all heathen and
unchristianized nations.
But the true
position of the woman is that she is a
helpmate to the man, and in her true relation she enjoys the privilege with the
man to pray and prophesy, providing her
head is covered.
T h e question is sometimes asked, does
this require the virgins or unmarried sisers to be covered? It includes all, for all
females are created for the glory of man,
and are to be covered; all males are
created in the image and glory of, God and
should worship uncovered. Further on
the Apostle reasons against the cutting
off of the hair, and says that the hair is
given to the woman for a covering and
should not be cut off, and as this is so
let her be covered. (Verse 6.) A n d why
is it necessary that this order should be
observed? Because of the angels. (Verse
10.) This cover should be in harmony
with the Christian profession and the
other apparel of the woman, which should
be plain, and we read of white as representing the purity of the saints, conse-
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SERMON.
God; it is unable t o hear that sweetest of
quently the church has adopted the simmusic wafted to her on the breezes of
ple plain white cap as the cover for the
heaven, " O n earth peace, good will unto
sisters to wear, a n d if we all have that
A . S., P O L O , Illinois.
men."
meek spirit as manifested by our Redeemer, it will be a blessing or power to t h e T h e m e : — T H E S O U L ' S C O N F I D E N C E I N
Come, disturbed, anxious, longing,
woman when wearing the same in obetroubled soul, and wait upon thy God.
GOD.
dience to God's word and submission to
2d. In waiting, the soul must exercise
the man.
"Tru'ymy soul waiteth upon God; patience.
from Him cometb. my salvationT h e apostle also wants us to know that
T h e soul of man is not infinite; therePsalm, 62:1.
the man is the head of the woman, a n d
fore dependent and subject to the divisIn the text we have, First, the soul's at- ion of eternity, called by man, time, a n d
therefore is to be an example to her, and
as she is to be so plainly attired, is it not titude toward God. Second, The reasons to the soul time is divided into three
required of him to be separated from the for this attitude. Truly my soul waiteth divisions, past, present, and future, of these
world also? The man shall not have long upon God. In order to prove this state divisions time present only, concerns the
hair like the woman, neither so short like ment true, the soul must assume a prop- patient soul. It realizes that time past
the worldings have them; the hair on the er attitude before the feet of its Maker; has been lived through, and will not reface should also be in harmony with our and to come to that refreshing soul-com- turn, and future time is here only as it
profession, especially the hair on the up- forting place, we find there are three comes moment b y moment, a n d thus
per lip should be kept in moderation so things essential.
drops through the hour-glass of eternity,
that t h e brethren can greet each other
I. T h e marginal reading says, My soul from the eternity future into the eternity
with clean lips, a n d in partaking of the is silent before God.
past.
cup of blessing that it is not offensive,
David's soul had ceased its clamoring
As the husbandman sows his seed in
which is the case if the mustache is too for selfish aggrandizement, and had settled
the proper season, and cultivates it, palong, and will hang into the cup; and if into that pleasant, "silent", soul-refreshing
tiently waiting for the harvest, or the horthe true Christian spirit (the same we ad- attitude of waiting upon its God.
ticulturist, who plants his first trees a n d
vise the sisters to have) is practiced, I
No doubt his soul had learned, or real- vines, waiting patiently from year to year,
believe, that man does not desire to look ized by past experience, that all its labors,
and with intense interest watches their
like the world in this respect any more commotions, and efforts were of no avail,
growth, pruning and caring for them,
than in anything else; besides, the teach- but that its efforts were like the raging of
being animated all this time with the hope
ings all through the Bible are to curb nat- the sea, which only results in casting u p
of receiving the reward of his labors—apure and live after t h e spirit. The hair dirt and mire, and as the waves continued
ples, pears, plums, grapes, etc. S o the.
on the face is nature; this is plainly taught to lash the shore, become darker and
soul patiently rests and waits upon G o d .
in the births of Esau and Jacob, the for- more filthy.
Having these admonitions " L e t patience
mer a hairy man, the child of nature, the
" I n your paSo the soul that is not waiting upon God, have her perfect w o r k . "
latter a smooth man, the child of promise;
but by its own efforts tries to cleanse itself, tience possess ye your souls."
and as we profess to be the "children of
becomes more and more polluted and enO soul, thou hast great reason to silently
light", it becomes us to walk in the light,
tangled in the meshes of sin; like the fish and patiently wait upon thy God!
that by our example, we may lead others
caught in the trammel net, every plunge,
out of the errors of the world, a n d not
3d. T h e soul must b e trustful. W e
every struggle, and effort to escape only
encourage them (by our example) to inhave
seen t h e soul become silent before
serves to draw the binding force more
dulge in the styles of the worst class of
God,
to
patiently hear his voice, and now,
securely about its body, a n d more perthe unconverted, who cut their hair on
to
be
trustfully
submissive to his comfectly secures it for the enemy its captor.
the head as short as possible, but let the
mands.
Therefore, the soul must be "silent"
hair on the face grow undisturbed. But
It has patiently waited for the time of
when
waiting upon its God, for only when
we hope better things of you, and things
the fulfillment of those promised beneit
is
silent
is
it
in
a
proper
attitude
to
hear
that accompany salvation, therefore I
fits, and has received them, and now trusthave written plainly on this subject and distinctly what God t h e Lord shall say
ingly it lays in the haven of rest—the
would request that you prove all and hold to it.
promises
of the Almighty—knowing that
Imagine, if you please, a man in battle
fast to the good.
H
e
has
fulfilled
all His promises in t h e
(while the racket of musketry, the clash
past,
knowing
H
e cannot lie, knowing
J. E. M I S H L E R .
of the swords and bayonets, reenforced b y
that
it
would
not
benefit
them if H e did,
Canton, Ohio.
the thundering boom of the cannon) lis* • im
tening to hear the sweet notes of t h e knowing all this, how sweetly can t h e
" Y E shall be holy; for I the Lord your a?olian harp, t h e din and commotion of patient, waiting soul cast itself trustingly
God am holy."—Lev. 19:2.
battle far exceed the sound of the harp, on the sea of infinite love; realizing that it
is " h i d with Christ in God."
I T has long been the policy of the devil and it becomes inaudible to t h e human
My brother, my sister, m y friend, can
to keep the masses of the world in igno- ear.
rance; but, finding a t length that they will
S o with the soul that has not withdrawn you with t h e Psalmist say, " M y soul
read, he is doing all in his power to from the commotion and din of worldy waiteth upon God," or my soul is silent
poison their books.—Kirke.
strife, and silently sat at the throne of its before God?

i
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II. The reasons ior this attitude.
ist. On account of His Omnipresence.
God is not confined by doors and bars,
neither is He lost in the continents of this
globe; but in every thing that comes to
our eyes, we behold the everywhere present God.
Therefore wherever the soul is, it may
with the full assurance of his presence
wait upon God.
Then whether lost in the desert, cast
into the inner prison, hands and feet fastened in the stocks, on sea or land, mountain or dale, God's omnipresence is manifest to the looking, longing, waiting soul.
2d. Because of His omniscience, men
have compassed the globe, fathomed the
ocean, have made calculations upon their
weight. They have measured the distances to the sun, moon, and stars. They
have pointed out the planets, and marked
the fixed stars; dug into the earth and
tried to find out the order of its formation and to compute its age.
They have tried to understand the law
of gravitation, and master the mysteries
of electricity.
They have tried to account for the variable current of wind.
But above all this, there is One who
knows all. He who was, before the morning stars sang together, or the sons of
God shoutedforjoy, was the Omniscient
all-knowing, and everywhere present I
am.
3d. For He is Omnipotent. Gather
your strong men, bring your powerful
horses, concentrate your mighty engines,
and let them compete with the Almighty
and see how futile the effort; for behind
and above all this, the soul sees the creative mind, who has created the human
mind, hence infinitely superior and omnipotently more powerful than the mind of
the whole world, for when the idea of erecting a tower that would reach from earth
to heaven was conceived by mankind,
about a century after the deluge, God
looked down upon their work and said,
"Behold the people is one, and they have
all one language; and this they began to
do, and nothing will be restrained from
them, which they have imagined to do.
Go to, let us go down, and there confound
their language that fhey may not understand one another's speech."

Soul, wait thou continually upon God,
for He is thy munition of rocks, thy sure
abiding place, thy eternal haven of rest.
4th. From him comelh my salvation.
The soul that looks beyond the region
of time, and inquires of its condition
hereafter, unassisted by divine revelation,
all is an impenetrable mystery of darkness,
doubt, and despair.
Buddha sought for light and a place of
rest for his troubled soul, and after years
of meditation, he taught some of the
grandest moral maxims the world has
known. But his salvation consists in being swallowed up in the great first cause
of all things, and not knowing whether
he will have a conseious existence after
this life.
Brahma finds his salvation in transmigration, from insect to animal until, finally,
he is swallowed up by Brahma, and thus
finds his ideal rest—eternal sleep.
Infidels reject the word of inspiration
and launch out upon the sea of human
reason, generally to land upon the shoals
of despair or to be cast upon the rocks of
eternal remorse, uttering in their exit from
time to eternity such sentences as these,
"Nowfor a leap into the dark." "Eternity,
eternity, O! eternity, where shall I spend it?"
"And must I die? O! the terrible thought
of dying!" These are some of the ideas
and words of those who have not waited
upon God in his appointed way; and have
passed the Jordan of death without the
soft and soothing rays of light beaming
forth from divine revelation, the day star
of hope, the Son of the eternal, the word
of the Omnipotent, Jesus Christ the Son
of God, the Savior of the world.
Well, may the soul sing:
"Jesus, t h e name high overall,
In hell or earth or sky;
Angels and men before it fall,
And devils fear and fly.
Jesus, the name of sinners dear,
The n a m e to sinners giver.:
It scatters all their guilty fear;
It turns their hell to heaven.
Jesus, t h e prisoner's fetters breaks,
And bruises Satan's head;
Power into the strengthless soul he speaks,
And life into the dead."

"Truly my soul waiteth upon God;
from Him cometh my salvation."

A L L things work together for good to
Thus does God manifest to the soul His them that love God, to them who are
power to frustrate man's intentions, and called according to His purpose.—Rom.
bring to naught his imaginations.
J 8:28.
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'CLOSE COMMUNION."
We are often asked why we do not as
a people allow those of other sects to partake with us of the bread and wine on
communion occasions. To this, we will
let the gospel answer. We are all aware
that it is, "not every one that saith unto
me Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven, but he that doeth the
will of my Father which is in heaven."
(Matt. 7:21). Then it is reasonable that
we should not partake of that which is
'•holy" (Matt. 7:6), with such that the
gospel declares will not enter heaven
(Philip. 3:2) (Rev. 22:15). We think we
are warranted by fair interpretation of the
gospel to hold what is termed "close
communion." Those that "do the will of
my Father" are the ones to commune together, for His will has been handed
down to us through His son, who became
our example, for He is the way, the
truth and the life," and the pattern of
this plan, we have in part recorded in the
13th chapter of John, with the many good
exhortations from the writers of the other
gospels. It is an admitted fact that the
church of Christ and its governing regulations, as taught in the gospel, are compared to a family with children, and often
as a very large family. In order to keep
house with prudence and fidelity among
such it requires "fathers and mothers in
Israel" to admonish and instruct. Now
what right have fathers of a family to go
into another family for the purpose of
correcting the wrongs that exist there, or
invite children of another family into
theirs to correct their wrongs; likewise
those in one church have no gospel authority to admonish those of another
church. Thus in a church or organization of the same faith, they are instructed
by the gospel in Matt. 18, to tell the other
of their faults "between thee and him
alone" so as to become reconciled; and
Paul prayed in Christ's stead that all
should become reconciled to God as well
as with each other. As there is a body
of the Lord and a body of the world
spoken of in the n t h chapter 1 Cor. 29,
meaning the people of each, and each
class are known by their fruits, daily
walk, and outward appearance, lor we
have a right to judge and know such by
their fruits (Matt. 7:16), and if any walk
disorderly among you the apostle says

1889.
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For the Evangelical Visitor.
"With such an one no not to eat." (i and all things of the past are laid aside
COURAGE.
Cor. 5; 11) So if we dare not eat with a and forgotten. Paul in speaking in 2
disorderly brother, much less are we Thessalonians, 3 chapter, reminds them
True courage denotes that state of mind
allowed to eat with another disorderly one of such that he heard were busybodies, or decision of character which enables
that is not a brother, by having an open and walked disorderly among them, and one to undertake achievements which may
communion or table; so that any one who exhorted them by the Lord Jesus Christ be, not only for his own good, but also
wish could partake with us, it would not that with quietness they worked and eat benefit others.
be the Lord's table, for transgressors their own bread. Then he tells them if
When we consider the lives of the great
would make it the table of devils (1 Cor. any obey not our word by this epistle men in ancient times, we are made to be10:21); for it is the Lord's people that ' 'note that man andhave no company with lieve that they surely must have had great
make it the Lord's table. But an objec- him that he may be ashamed, yet count courage, otherwise they could not have
tor says, Don't you have transgressors him not as an enemy but admonish him done the works which they did. Howamong you? possibly there may be a Judas as a brother."
ever, beneath their dauntless courage lay
and not known to the others, if so it
As the communion is to represent the that great soul-sight, faith, but it was
would not harm the good, but would go broken body and shed blood of the Savior, courage that prompted them to action.
home with those that partake unworthily can any one denomination justly con- For instance, when the command to build
to themselves, they would ' 'eat and drink demn another of a different faith, relative the Ark and to warn the Antediluvians
damnation" not having that spirit of dis- to the commandments of Christ, for not of the great destruction that awaited them,
cernment to judge between the Lord's holding open communion with them, was given to Noah, he might have looked
body and the worldly minded body.
when they do not profess to believe and forward to the many discouragements
Paul would say that on such occa- practice what they do? According to which, doubtless, would be thrown in his
sions the children of light should separate scripture I think not; for "every man way, and then made excuses; but his faith
themselves irom the children of darkness, must stand or fall to his own master.''
in God gave him courage, and he began his
or "put away from among yourselves that
Some persons insist that all denomina- mission at once. During the one hundred
wicked person." (1 Cor. 5:13). It is an tions have a right to commune together and twenty years of his preaching, no
admitted fact, by practicing open com- because no person is privileged to judge doubt, he had many opportunities to bemunion, there would be wicked or careless of another's spiritual standing between come discouraged on account of the unpersons, not walking in the light of the him and his Master, as pertains to the belief and derision of the people; but he
gospel, that would approach the Lord's heart. The Savior's criterion given us still persevered in his work, knowing that
table thoughtlessly, and by eating with for judging is that "every tree is known it was his duty to continue warning the
them we would be "partakers of their evil by its own fruit." Thus when we see people whether they believed his words
deeds (2 John 11), for we would admit persons not accepting and practicing all or not.
them into our houses (of worship) and by those visible and outward commandments
We have the life of Moses as another
partaking with them "bid them God which the Captain of our Salvation taught
example for courage. Though there were
speed," "for he who bids them God speed and performed, as well as to have ample
times in his life when he did become disis partakers of their evil deeds." (2 John proof that their daily walks and conversacouraged, yet when we consider the great
tion are in opposition to the described
ii).
trials through which he was required to
In carrying out the preamble as record- rule of godliness as Christ gave us, then, pass, we wonder where there was a man
ed in Matt. 18 chapter, we are taught in we have unmistakable signs and fruits by then, or since that could have performed
John's gospel, 13 chapter, to stoop to each, which to judge them. This is a command those duties better than Moses did. But one
other and also hold still. If such charac- and is called "Righteous judgment," "for grand trait in the character of Moses was
ters as Paul mentions in 1 Cor. 5:11, if ye continue in my word then are ye my that whenever he could not see his way
would present themselves for communion disciples indeed." (John 8:31). A chris- open, he always went to God for advice
tian is one thing and a professing chrisand would be known as such, we would be
and encouragement, and then resumed
tian is another. The former has a new
in duty bound to withdraw ourselves from
his mission with new zeal. We have this
nature and the latter has a new name.
proven in the scriptures when it is related
such, or stoop before them and show
God speaks through the scriptures to the
that God through Moses was trying to
them their sins. Undoubtedly they would
effect that conversion means a new life—
get
king Pharaoh's csnsent to let the
not hold still, for the simple reason
new desires, new principles with a real
Israelites depart out of Egypt. He would
known to them, and claim they were not
heart-love for spiritual matters. Through
give Moses a message for Pharaoh, Ex.
a brother in the same faith or church,
the prophecies, we are indebted for catchneither would we have any authority to ing spiritual glimpses of the Son of right- 3:18,1-9, and at the same time, would tell
try to set them aright any more than we eousness when He is rising with healing him that Pharaoh's heart would be hardwould have a right to go into another's in his wings. All this is the work of re- ened, so that be would not consent to the
departure of Israel. Did this not require
household and family to' correct them and generation in the heart.
A. BEARSS.
great courage on the part of Moses?
set their children in order.
Rtdgeway, Out.
But carrying out the signification by the
On seeing the effect that these messages
example of feet-washing, does so nicely
had upon Pharaoh, he, doubtless, became
show our submission to one another, and
—Heaven is never deaf but when man's discouraged, but went immediately to God
for relief,*Ex. 5:22,23.
everything is wiped away and dried off, heart is dumb.—Quarles,
_
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Then again when Moses came down
from Mt. Sinai, where he h a d received
the two tables of the testimony, he viewed
a very discouraging scene in the camp
of Israel. T h e people had broken their
solemn vow, to worship the true God, and
had gone back into idolatry; b u t here
we find Moses very resolute in his actions,
Ex. 32:15—29. And, during t h e further
wanderings in the wilderness whenever
the murmurings of t h e people were too
great for Moses and Aaron to bear, they
always hnmbled themselves before the
Lord where they found strength and encouragement.

March 1,

or to bear even t h e small trials of life. hundred copies.—Ed.), and if each subMany a convicted sinner is staying away scriber would obtain one more we would
from Christ simply because he has notthen get t h e V I S I T O R semi-monthly. I
enough courage to make the attempt to get felt like doing m y duty in making an
salvation, but this is just the work of the effort. I have since obtained seven subenemy of the soul, and he is busily work- scribers and I hope to get more. I think
ing a t the Christian along this line. A s every family should take it. Many happy
long as he has a Christian discouraged, moments have I had since the V I S I T O R
he has very little trouble to hold him, has found its way into our home in the
and while he is in that condition, he is of far east, and the many spiritual testimono use whatever in the Christian work. nies encourages me very much. I t is a
I think this is the state of mind, to which real feast to my soul. Praise t h e Lord.
Bunyan in his "Pilgrim's Progress" re- I can say the Lord is still my Shepherd,
fers where h e speaks of the "Slough of and is leading me from day to day into
Despond;" a n d if every person who is in green pastures and beside still waters. I
that condition would just use the strength am daily permitted to partake of t h e
they have, as "Christian" did, they blessings which God gives His believing
would soon get out, b u t if they remain children.
there long, Satan will be sure to get them
The thought often comes to me; am" I
back entirely under his control. I think doing what I can for my blessed Redeemthat every back-slider will say that this er? My thoughts are often led back to
is the truth.
what H e suffered for me on t h e cross.

If we call to remembrance the life of
Joshua, we see that he was a very courageous man.
This is shown very clearly
in his obedience to the commands of God
concerning t h e destruction of Jericho,
Joshua 6:2-5. No doubt, during the time
they were marching around the city, the
inhabitants made great sport of their
W h e n we consider what great courage Oh! how sad, to think our dear Savior
actions; but Joshua was determined to Christian men in ancient times possessed, suffered such a terrible death for me, and
obey the command given him regardless then look at the many promises left on for you, dear reader, a n d yet how
of discouragements.
Perhaps, h e had record for us, we must say surely t h e little the worldly minded care or think of
greater reasons for being courageous than Christian of to-day has no reason to be- what Jesus has done to save a perishing
other ancient men, for when he was made come discouraged. But as faith under- world. W e who are truly God's children,
leader of t h e children of Israel, G o d lies courage so unbelief causes discourage- should show how real our love is, for our
repeated to him the encouragement, " B e ment—we first allow doubts t o arise in blessed Savior. W e ought to show more
strong and of a good courage" several our hearts; then, we become discouraged. zeal; ought to make more effort; we
times; yet, when the people turned their Here, we should take t h e example of should not only be willing to say, Lord,
backs t o their enemies (Josh. 7:4), hisMoses in going t o God, t h e only sure what wilt thou have me to do? but I will
courage was gone, but God soon gave refuge in time of trouble, and he will obey thee in all thy commands.
him a plan to get out of trouble. Thus, surely give us relief.
May our lives be fully consecrated to
we could refer to many lives recorded in
the
service of God. W e should be willing
I think it would be very profitable for
the scriptures, that are grand examples us t o refer frequently t o the encourage- to sacrifice our all on the altar. Go to the
for courage, but this will suffice for the ment given to Joshua, " H a v e I not com- garden of Gethsemane, and to Calvary,
present.
manded thee? Be strong and of good and learn a lesson of suffering and resignation a n d obedience. Dear brethren
Let us see if we a r e following these courage; be not afraid, neither be thou
and sisters, there is work for us all to d o .
examples as we should. Some one has discouraged; for t h e Lord t h y God is
Bro. Zook and Bro. Long and others,
said that " H e , who has the best and most with thee whithersoever thou goest."
who
are out in the mission field, can't d o
LEVI HERR.
unimpeachable right and claim to cour- Josh. 7:9.
all;
there
are many poor, starving souls
Jamton, O.
age, is the man who, to shield and protect
yet out oi Christ. Are we stretching out
others, accepts open insults and submits
a helping hand to save them or are we
unmurmuringly to open censure, critiFor the Evangelical Visitor.
sitting still watching them g o down t o
cism, a n d indignity." But how many A R E W E D O I N G W H A T W E CAN?
destruction. Will we not make an effort
such persons d o we find in the world t o to lead them to Christ? T h e time is passday? I think they are very few even
I will t r y and write a few lines this
ing away and we will soon be required to
among the professed followers "of Christ, beautiful Sabbath morning, while at home
give an account of o u r work here. Will
yet, I believe there a r e persons to-day caring for my afflicted father, a n d not
we then hear the welcome words, ."Well
that would endure great persecutions, able to attend preaching. It is by God's
done, thou good and faithful servant, enter
ratHeT than give u p their faith in God. providence that we can give our thoughts
thou into the joys of thy Lord.''
David, the Psalmist, says, " B e of good through the V I S I T O R , and we are anxiousJesus is my trusted friend.
courage a n d h e shall strengthen thine ly waiting to receive it soon semi-monthly.
For grace I do o n H i m depend.
heart." Ps. 27:14. Thus, we see that I noticed in one of the back numbers of
H e never disappointed me,
by having courage we get strength from the VISITOR, that there are about one
T h e Christian's end I hope t o see.
God, a n d this is what every Christian thousand subscribers (this was some
SARAH H. DOHNER.
must have in order to endure persecutions, months ago, we are now printing fifteenO-rrstcnvn, Pa.
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CAUTION.
"Take heed brethren, lest there be
in any of you an evil heart of unbelief
in departing from the living God,"
Heb. 3:12.

W h e n we read the Bible we find Israel's
great sin was unbelief. And through unbelief they could not enter into the land
of rest which was promised unto them.
Unbelief caused Israel to cry out, " W e r e
there no graves in E g y p t ? ' ' and to say,
' 'Hast thou taken us away to die in the
wilderness?" It was unbelief that caused
them to murmur, and lust after the fleshpots of Egypt. H o w soon did they forget the salvation of God in the dividing
of the waters.
T h e apostle says, Take heed, brethren.
That was spoken in the gospel dispensation for an admonition to the church and
the followers of the meek and lowly
Lamb.
T h e past is a good criterion to go by
in many respects, as to what shall be in
the future. Jesus himself says, As it was
in the days of Noah, so shall it be also
in the coming of the Son of man. W e
are to take heed of the evil heart of unbelief. T h e first sin that our fore parents
committed was unbelief; they did not believe God. They believed and obeyed
the enemy of souls in consequence of
which they died a two-fold d e a t h ; a
natural, and a spiritual death. " N o w the
just shall live by faith, but if any man
draw back, my soul shall have no pleasure
in h i m . "
Heb. 10:28. And to whom
sware H e that they should not enter
into His rest but to them that believed
not? S o we see that they could not enter
in because of unbelief. Heb. 3:18,19. The
Jews were once the chosen ones of God.
They were His peculiar people.
They
were led out of Egypt with a high hand,
by the mighty power of God. They had
their faces Canaan-ward. They could sing
the song of deliverance from their Egyptian bondage.
They were the natural
branches but they were broken off, and
why? Because of unbelief. The apostle
says, R o m . 11:20,21: "Well, because of
unbelief they were broken off, and thou
standest by faith. Be not high minded,
but fear.''

all these things—and they were written
for our admonition—let us earnestly contend for the faith once delivered unto the
saints.
W h e n Noah went with his family into
the ark, all the faith that was then in the
world went in with him, and all mankind,
as well as beast—was destroyed, and that
without remedy. Likewise in the days
of Lot when the angels prevailed on him
to go out and warn the people of the
near destruction of the cities; but they did
not believe the message, and as soon as
Lot and his daughters had gone out oi
those wicked cities God's judgments
came down upon them; and they were all
destroyed.
But now to come home to us. W e have
the same God to obey that they had; and
unless we obey the gospel as it is given
unto us, we shall all likewise perish. There
are very few persons who want to perish
or be lost for ever, yet they do not take
heed to the warning voice of God, leaving
and forgetting the commandments of God
and setting up in stead their own traditions.
In looking over the household of faith
in this our day, can we not say with
the Prophet Jer. 6:16: "Stand ye in the
ways, and see, and ask for the old
paths, where is the good way, and walk
therein, and ye shall find rest for your
souls.
But they said, W e will not
walk therein." Thus, we see that the way
is an old way.
Christ says, " I am the way," and that
way was promised to our fore-parents.
The seed oi the woman shall bruise the
serpent's head. Thus, we see it is a very
old way indeed. Jesus says, "Strait is the
gate and narrow is the way that leadeth
unto life, and few there be that find it."
Now, why is it that so few find the way;
and why are there so many that are not
willing to walk in the way after they have
found it? T h e first are not willing to repent of their sins; they do not prepare
the way of the Lord. They do not bring
forth fruits meet for repentance; and thus,
they never get into the way.

Now the other class get into the way
by repentance on a Bible line, but are not
willing to walk in the way of self denial.
Jesus says, Now take my yoke upon you
and learn of me.
Now right here is
F o r if God spared not the natural where they make the fatal mistake, Inbranches, take' heed lest he also spare stead of learning of Christ, the great
not thee.'' And now dear brethren seeing teacher, they learn and teach each other,
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the blind leading the blind till they both
fall into the ditch. Brethren and sisters,
let us keep humble and walk in the good
old way.
W h e n Israel mingled with
other nations their children lost their
native language, the language of Canaan,
and spake half in the speech of Ashdod,
and could not speak in the Jew's language,
but according to the language of each
people. Heb. 13:24.
There should be a wide space between
the church and the world. W e are not
to be compared to this world, for the
apostle says, Let your conversation be in
heaven, of a heavenly nature. W h e n we
are born of God we become the children
of God. W e are then serving a king of
another country, and we should learn to
speak the language of that country. W h e n
we become new creatures in Christ old
things pass away, and we receive a new
song in our mouth, even praise to God.
W e are not to remove the old land-marks
our fathers have set. W e must not set
up way-marks of our own. King Saul
tried it and failed, and so will we fail if we
do not take heed to the things that we
have heard:
"Rise, O my Soul, pursue the path
By ancient worthies trod,
Aspiring, view those Holy men,
Who lived and walked with God."
J A C O B B.

Northampto7i,

WINGERT.

O.

CONSECRATION.
T h e lessons of the past as well as those
of the present, plainly teach us that what
the church needs more, is consecration.
W e need more of the power of the gospel, more of the Holy Spirit, more of a
daily setting apart of our lives for the
work of the Master. It is not so much
what we say, or what we write, as what the
spirit is that dictates our speech. T h e
important question is not how shall I make
my language acceptable to the refined
scholar, but how shall I reach the hearts
of all ? And while it is right and proper
that we should cultivate a proper expression, yet it is far more necessary that our
hearers, or those by whom we are surrounded, should feel and see for themselves that we are terribly in earnest, that
it is no half way work with us, but, that
we believe that momentous things hang
on every moment, and in every utterance
of ours let us be in earnest, let us daily, as
we approach a throne of grace, dedicate
ourselves and our all anew to God.
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publish the V I S I T O R semi-monthly. W e
now make this appeal to every friend of
A RELIGIOUS MONTHLY JOURNAL.
the VISITOR to send us your name with
Published in the interest of the Church oi the amount you propose to give. It is not
the Brethren in Christ commonly called in
necessary to send the money, until a sufthe United States " River Brethren" and in
Canada " Tunkers " for the exposition of true ficient amount is assured, but when we are
practical piety among all classes, at one dol- satisfied that there will be sufficent means
lar a year, orfiftycents for six months. Speci- promised we will notify you through the
men copies free.
VISITOR and issue it semi-monthly. If
not enough until that time, then the first
Edited by H. DAVIDSON, While Pigeon, Mich., to of May, and continue until we have the
whom all communications are to be addressed. desired amount. W e will publish the
progress of the work from time to time.
March 1, 1889.
Now for a united and continued effort by
every
friend of the enterprise. Send in
4®=- Entered a t the Post Office a t Elkhart, Ind., a s
seeond class mail matter.
your names, with the amount.

EVANGELICAL VISITOR.

To CORRESPONDENTS.—Write only on one side of the
paper with black ink, and not too near the edge.
* S * No communication will be inserted without
the author's name. Not necessarily for publication,
but as a guarantee of good faith.
All communications for this and each subsequent
issue of the "Visitor" should be in not later than the
fifteenth of the month.
I F YOU wish your papers_ changed from one Post
Office to another, always give the Office where you
now receive it, as well as the Office to which you desire
it sent.
If you do not receive the VISITOR in ten days from
date of issue write us and we will send you the necessary No.
If you desire to know when your subscription expires, look on the printed tag, on which your name and
address is, and that will state to what date payment is
made. For instance, April 88 means, that the subscription has been paid u p to that date. If you find any
•rror in the date please notify us and we will make the
correction.
To those who do not wish to take the VISITOR longer
we would say, when you write us to discontinue the
Visitor, please send us also t h e balance of your subscription u p to the date a t which you wish to have it
disaontinned, and it will receive our prompt attention.
Send Money by Post Office Money Order, Registered
Letter, or Bank Draft, to Henry Davidson, White Pigeon,
Michigan.

BENEVOLENT FUND.
Sister Catharine Herr
" Alice F r y
John Groff.;

$2.00
1.00
1.00

I N T H E F E B R U A R Y No., of the V I S I T O R ,

we suggested the propriety of making a
more united effort to raise t h e means
and the number of subscribers necessary to
make the,VisiTOR semi-monthly; we have
not had so much of a response to that call
as we could wish to have and not so much
as we expected but other matters m a y
have engrossed the minds of the friends
of the enterprise that they probably could
not g e t round to it in so short a time.
But a Bro. who is especially very much
interested in the project writes us, and suggested the propriety of stating a time when
it will be commenced to be published
semi-monthly if sufficient encouragement
is received by that time. W e would say,
then, that if we get t h e desired amount
promised by the first of April, we wi)l then

March 1,

F R O M A letter received from Bro. Jesse
Engle, we learn, owing to the press of other
duties, it will be impossible to have t h e
article on the " L o r d ' s S u p p e r " ready in
time for this No., of the VISITOR; but will
be concluded in the April No.
W A N T E D . — A n y information concerning one Cryus N. Demaree. Description
as follows: Five feet eleven inches in hight,
weight 160 pounds, blue eyes, dark brown
hair, smooth face, aged 26 years. Last
heard from June 28th, from Colby, Thomas
County, Kansas. Information will be
thankfully received by his Father. Address D . P . D E M A R E E , Michigan Valley,
Osago County, Kansas.

T H E R E L I G I O U S T E L E S C O P E , the organ

of the United Brethren Church, has been
F A R M F O R S A L E . — I desire to sell m y
greatly improved, and makes a very good
appearance. That church should, and no farm of 145 acres. It is a beautiful home,
doubt does, highly value such an able ad- good building, near to R . R., level land,
easy to cultivate, and in a healthy country.
vocate of the tenets of their faith.
It is necessary that I should sell the farm,
or
give the publication of the E V A N G E L T H E G O S P E L M E S S E N G E R , t h e organ
ICAL
VISITOR into other hands. F o r parof the German Baptist church, has been
tirulars
address the undersigned.
greatly enlarged and improved with the
New Year. It is ably edited, and should
and we believe does receive a very liberal
support from the church.

HENRY DAVIDSON,

White Pigeon, Mich.

W E LEARN that the joint resolution,
BOOK N O T I C E . — A book is being pub- proposing an amendment to the constilished in Springfield, Massachusetts, en- tution of Pennsylvania, prohibiting t h e
titled "Thai Unknozvn Country."
Judg- manufacture and sale of intoxicating liqing from the account given and from the uor, has passed the legislature of that
prominence of the authors whose names state; and has been signed by the Govare given as contributors, we believe it ernor. T h e date set for the election is
will be a book of unusual interest, and of June iS.
great value to t h e reading world. It is
the opinion of over fifty of the most emiW E H A D the pleasure of a short visit
nent living writers of the present time, each from G. G. Lehmer, of McPherson, Kan.,
contributing a chapter, of what living men one of the traveling agents in the interest
believe concerning punishment after death, of McPherson College. H e reports good
together with the recorded views of men progress for thai new institution of learnof former times on man's final destiny; ing.
making it the standard for all time concerning this momentous question, and is
R E Q U E S T F O R P R A Y E R . — W e received
in the broadest sense a book for all. It a very touching appeal from an invalid
will be sold only by subscription. Those sister, which we publish below, trusting it
who desire to secure territory should ap- will not be forgotten.—Ed.
ply early to the publishers for terms, etc.
' 'Brethren and sisters and all believing
It is published by C. A. Nichols & Co.,
Christians and readers of the VISITOR,
203 Main Street, Springfield, Mass.
will you pray at the twilight hour for an
invalid orphan that the Lord may provide
N O T I C E . — O w i n g to sickness, the arti- for her a home with kind and helping
cle on Baptism by Bro. W . O. Baker will friends, and pray the Lord to give light
not be ready for this issue of the VISITOR, and wisdom to both the afflicted and
but will be continued iq the April No., if assistant that each m a y know and see,
their duty.
health will permit,

1889.
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N O T I C E . — F o r all those wishing to attend conference May 15th, at Richmond
Hill, Canada. Arrangements will be
made with the Central Traffic Association
for rates of full fare going, and one-third
returning. And for those living beyond
the boundary line of the Association, arrangements will be made and notice given
in the April number of the EVANGELICAL
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fully arranged, due notice will be given snares, to mind religion young." Brethren
in the columns of the V I S I T O R , as to who and sisters, remember me at a throne ol
the proper persons are to which the mon- grace.
ey is to be paid. W e would like if the
CROSSES.—Sister W a g g , from Downquestion would be settled, during the ington, Mich., writes: Should we not be
month, whether the names of the donors willing to take u p our cross and bear it
are to be published with the amount. cheerfully, instead of dragging it? W e
Please, as you send in the donations, let have our daily crosses to bear, and a n y
us know which you prefer, and we will unwillingness on our part only increases
VISITOR.
A. J. M I L L E R .
be governed accordingly.
the burden. T h e Lord is ever ready to
help us if we ask Him. O u r crosses are
T H E T I M E for holding district councils, of different kinds, some are in disappointM I N I S T E R W A N T E D . — A minister of
the Gospel is wanted in the new mission and the election of delegates to general ments in the things of this life, others are
field, in Shiawassee county, Michigan. I t council, is here. Perhaps, many districts in the multiph'el cares that are met with
will require one well versed in Bible have held their councils, and elected their by the Christian; mine is in bodily afflictruths, well established in the faith, and delegates, but those who have not, should tion depriving m e for the last two years
one who is net afraid to maintain the doc- remember that it is important that they from attending religious services with my
trine of the church; full of the Holy Ghost should be represented in conference. That brethren and sisters. W h e n I see others
and of power, and one that uses the Eng- is the time and place where every question get ready sabbath after sabbath to attend
lish language. A n y one desiring to lo- of a general nature or of doctrine, should religious service, and I must remain at
cate in a timber country, with fair im- be represented and, if possible, be ad- home, it sometimes costs tears; but the
provements where homes can be bought justed. W e a^e not aware of any special Lord has sustained me under these crosses,
reasonably cheap, will please communi- subject or question that will be presented and enabled me to bear up and trust in
to conference, this year; but it is our duty Him. T h e christian wishes to be resigned
cate with us.
to, always, be prepared as we have no par- to his condition, for he knows that his
ticular rule how matters should be pre- heavenly Father rules and that H e careth
W E WOULD call the attention of our
sented. W e sometimes think, that it would for us.
brethren, and especially of those who live
be well to adopt some mode of procedure,
in large congregations, to the call for a
W E WISH we h a d in every district or
by which we could learn in advance
minister, we think it is neccessary that
locality
of the brotherhood some Bro. or
whether any question that would make
the church should see that a qualified
Sister,
who
would send us full reports of
a radical change in the manner of work
minister should be placed there in that
the
work
of
the church in their vicinity,
to be done by the general Brotherhood
field of labor, the work is large, the field
it
would
greatly
help us to publish t h e
would be presented to conference. It
is promising, and above all the Lord is in
facts
in
a
satisfactory
manner.
Some
would give time for thought;—and, would,
the work, and Jesus says, Pray ye the
we think, be conducive of more harmony. times, we get part ol the work there, but
Lord of the harvest that he send forth
W e would say then again, elect your del- in such an unsatisfactory way, that we are
more laborers into His vineyard. Brethegates and get your work ready—for di- at a loss whether we should publish them
ren, give this matter your immediate and
rections see church Government pages 46 or not, but if we had the reports full and
prayerful attention.
—49. W e would also call the attention ccmplete, we think it would be of great
of the church to the note published in the benefit. W e are well aware that some
A L E T T E R received from a brother in January No. by Bro. A . J. Miller of Day- brethren fear there will be too much pubEastern Pa., who contributed freely to ton, Ohio. H e is the agent appointed by lished in the nature of boasting, but we
the Zook building fund, suggested the conference to make arrangements with think not. T o tell facts, profitable facts
propriety of extending the time to the R. R . Co's., for reduced rates to confer- of revival work, is not boasting, if told to
first of April for those to report, who de- ence. W e trust that all will promptly fur- the glory of God. But it has the tendency,
as it should have, of interesting us more
sire to contribute to that fund. W e trust nish him the needed information.
in other and distant fields of labor, and it
by that time, or if possible by the 20th of
S I S T E R BARBARA M Y E R S , from Green- has a tendency too, to concentrate our
March, all who are willing to contribute
castle,
Pa , writes, quoting the Language thoughts on the importance of co-operate
will inform us of the amount, giving name
and Post Office address in full. W e of the Psalmist, saying " I t is good for me work in the spread of the Gospel. It
would suggest that in each community of that I have been afflicted, that I might breaks down sectional feelings, and unites
the brethren, some brother or sister would learn thy statues." It is with great diffi- us as one body to lend all our energies
interest themselves in the matter, and culty that I write on account of bodily af- to the work, at home and abroad. Nothpersonally solicit money for the object. fliction. It is now upwards of twenty years, ing unites God's people so much as to
The project is a worthy one, and should since I became greatly alarmed on account have the fullness of God's love in the soul,
call forth from every friend, who can, a of my sins: and accepted the offer of sal- the heart goes out alter the unconverted,
vation. I would say to the unconverted the purse-strings become loose, and
ready response.
youth,
give heed to your first calling of we are more ready to lend a helping
It is not necessary to send the money
God,
you
will thereby be kept from many hand to every Christian work. Brethren,
to this office, but only the amount they
a
snare,
" I t saves us from a thousand will you give this your earnest attention ?
propose to give. When the matter is

»
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F R O M LANCASTER C O . , P A . — W e reW E HAVE good reports from the different fields of labor of the revival work ceived from different sources information
in progress, and we are pleased to note that the meeting held at the New Conoy
Church resulted in six or eight starting for
the activity that is manifested.
From Stayner, Ontario, Bro. Doner the kingdom. W e are glad to note among
writes that a revival work of great prom- them were old people, who were probably
ise commenced in their prayer-meetings, very near there journey's end, and, also, a
that several young persons took a stand son and daughter-in-law of Bro. J. M.
for Christ and asked an interest in the Engle, with several others in that vicinity.
prayers of the church. T h e brethren How it does rejoice the hearts of parents,
propose to continue the work in a series when their children return from the path
of sin unto God. T h e meeting was continof rrieetings.
ued at Reich's meeting-house.

March 1,

CORRESPONDENCE.
F R I E N D D A V I D S O N : — I n attempting an
article for the E V A N G E L I C A L V I S I T O R ^

my thoughts have been directed to what
seems to be some of the difficulties attending the editing of a literary or religious
paper; and I can sympathize with you in
your trials.
It happens sometimes, that writers have
a higher opinion of their literary productions than others have, and then again
their motives may be better than their
productions, even if they are of a religious
FROM N O R T H DICKINSON CO., KAN.,
F R O M C U S T E R , M I C H . — S i s t e r Mercy character, and when they are not accepted
W e learn that there are very interesting
Stoutenburg writes: W e h i v e been tak- or not used immediately, are not fully
meetings in progress; and that quite a
ing the E V A N G E L I C A L V I S I T O R for nearly satisfied, but, fortunately, there is alnumber have made a start for the kinga year, and I have been very much bene- ways room to learn. Just here the editdom.
fited by reading it. I like to hear from or's duties come in. H e must correct
the brethren and sisters in Christ. I misspelling, reconstruct sentences, and
F R O M C A R L A N D , M I C H . — W e had very thought I must write if it was only a few shape them grammatically, or his paper
Some
cheering news from Bros. Zook and Long lines for the V I S I T O R . There are only four would soon fall into disrepute.
in their mission field, but we expect to re- members of the Brethren Church in this writers would hardly believe that if their
ceive their report that will speak for it- township, but we still try to keep up meet- articles were printed as written they would
ings, I love to leave the cares of the world scarcely own them. Hence, I trust the
self.
behind, and go to the house of prayer, and readers of the V I S I T O R will not censure
the editor when some things appear thereF R O M M A R K H A M , O N T . — B r o . Heise to meet where we can sing and pray toin with which they differ, and others do
writes, Feb. 13th, that they commenced a gether. W h e n we know that we have one
not appear which they expect. A n d now
series of meetings J a n . 28, and it was still who will hear all our prayers and grant
a few items upon which the editor may
our
requests.
I
must
close
hoping
to
continued with good interest and large
differ with me, which may consign m y
meet
all
the
readers
of
the
V
I
S
I
T
O
R
in
congregations. Several have made a start
jottings to the waste basket, since he is
for the kingdom. Bro. J. W . Hoover is heaven.
the judge of what shall appear in the
with them assisting in the work.
T h e liquor and tobacco quesF R O M W A Y N E C O . , O H I O , we learn that VISITOR.
the Brethren have had a continued meet- tions have been, and still, are agitated
B R O . J. H . M E Y E R S from Shepherdstown, ing there for two weeks at the Paradise within and without the church, and are
writes, that he was called over to Lykens meeting-house which resulted, under the steadily approaching a crisis, which must
Valley in Dauphin Co., Pa., and had five blessing of God, in the conversion of two be met in some way. They are both
appointments for preaching in the Breth- young persons, one the adopted daughter moral questions, but are steadily attractren's meeting-house there, with good inter- of Bro. and Sister Samuel Benner, no ing and calling for legislation by our state
est, and attentive and large congregations, doubt it was a source of great joy to them; and national government, and while it
but owing to a notice of the death of an the other, the only son of Bro. and Sister may be out of place in the columns of the
old friend and a request to preach the fu- Winger. T h e father was permitted, in all V I S I T O R to discuss the political or legal
neral, he had to return home so soon that his sufferings, to learn the joyful news be- duties pertaining to the suppression of
he could not continue with the Brethren fore he died that his son had returned to these great evils, yet I am glad to note;
the Lord, what a j o y to parents; and, and I think they should be subjects that
longer.
now, what a comfort to the mother. When all Christian people should earnestly labor
she had to give up her life companion, for their suppression.
F R O M C L A R K E COUNTY, O H T O : At the
she was permitted to lean upon and unite
But as the traffic in intoxicating liquors
Brethren's Meeting-house, the brethren
with the son and family around the altar
is the greater evil, and that the saloons
held a series of meetings in the month of
of prayer. May the Lord comfort them
January, that resulted in a blessed work, in their affliction with the comforting pres- are the primary and graduating schools of
drunkards, is evident from" reliable statistindeed. One brother, who was present, in ence of the Holy Spirit.
ics, and turn out graduates faster than the
a letter, incidently referred to the meeting,
churches convert sinners to Christianity.
stated that to him it was truly a time of
W H A T S O E V E R thy hand findeth to do, Earnest and sincere workers, against this
great refreshing, that the church was very
much revived. Twenty-three made a start do it with thy might; for there is no work, infamous traffic, have scattered documentafor the kingdom. Bro. B. F . Hoover from nor device, n o r knowledge, nor wisdom, ry evidence of its evil broadcast over the
Mansfield, Ohio, was there to assist t h e in the grave, whither thou goest—.£Vr/. land, and t h e minister of the gospel, who
is not informed on this matter, must
g:io.
home brethren.
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intentionally shut his eyes against know- people, who wandered afar off into sin,
For the Evangelical Vrsitor.
ing what he should know of this evil. but now have been brought nigh unto
A QUESTION.
Will the great Judge hold guiltless the Him, and into His marvelous and glowatchman on the walls of Zion, who do rious light; and to take up the cross and Dear Brother,
I desire to hear through the columns
not sound the alarm while this enemy is follow the Lord in His ordinances and
of t h e V I S I T O R , what is meant b y t h e
approaching our homes and firesides? commands.
See Ezekiel 33:8. A n d when the enemy
I thank God that H e has aroused me '' Book of the Seven Seals'' ? W h y were
reaches the threshold of his family as t h e from my sinful slumber that I might arise seven seals necessary, when God could
saloons now do to many, the advice of a and walk in newness of life. I hope by the have sealed it with one seal so that none
devout heathen will apply when h e was grace of God to walk worthy of the calling but the Lion of the tribe of Judah, or the
praying to Jove to get his team out of the wherewith I have been called, and that Lamb that was slain, could open or break
mud, when a friend came by said, "Lay my influence may g o out for good and the Seals ? I wish to hear why it required
thy shoulder against the wheel, then call may be a means of encouraging others to seven seals? I have my opinion about
upon J o v e . "
seek a Savior's love. I also feel very the seven seals, but will not express myIf all Israel stood around Moses to hold grateful to those dear Brethren, who by self on the subject until I hear from you.
McPherson, Kan.
J. B. B.
up his hands, they would not have pre- the grace of God have brought about my
vailed against the Amalekites. See Exo- conversion, and not only mine but
Explanation.—John the revelator, while
dus 17:10—12.
W e believe in the through their preaching the others of this on the Isle of Patmos, being in the spirit,
scriptural doctrine that the prayer of the neighborhood. Nine of us were baptized saw the history of the church from its inrighteous availeth much, but at the same and received into the Brethren church, ception to the' winding up of the churchtime, the Lord will not do for us what he and there are more to follow as God may militant, under the similitude of messages
direct. May they soon take their place in to t h e seven churches in Asia Minor.
has given us power to do.
Now let us hope and pray that the time the vineyard of the Lord.
After this, h e was permitted to see into
shall not be far distant, when you may lift
your voice through the V I S I T O R in trumpet tones against this giant evil, without
giving offense to one single reader, but
with their warmest approval.
Marietta,

Pa.

H. M. EXGLE.

"How beautiful are t h e feet of thern
that preach t h e Gospel of peace, aud
bring glad tidings of good things!"

Dear brethren and sisters, although
blessed with the privilege of attending divine service every two weeks, yet I enjoy
the monthly round of the V I S I T O R .

It

I pray God that those dear Brethren
may live long, that H e may ever guide
and protect them, that His spirit may rest
upon them and their families, that they
may at all times enjoy the blessings that
God has in store for His laborers, and
that they may be instruments in bringing
many more to know the Lord and to feel
that there is great enjoyments in the true
Christian life.
Brethren a n d Sisters, m a y we ever
prove faithful a n d realize more and
more the goodness and love of God and
of our blessed Redeemer, who suffered for
us upon the cross and in the garden, that
we through Him might enter into the
fold.

heaven. H e saw the great God upon his
throne, holding a book in his right hand
sealed with seven seals. This book contained the will of God, and his plan for
the future of this world, as regards the
church and kingdoms of this world. N o
agency, human or angelic, could break
those seals and unravel the mysteries it
contained. John, being convinced oi the
importance of the contents of the Book,
wept because it seemed to him to be
hopelessly sealed. H e was comforted by
an angel and assured that there was O N E
who could and who would be permitted
to break the seals.

seems meat and drink to me to read the
testimonies, and the desires on the part of
That we may comprehend even a glimpse
the brethren and sisters to go on in this
of this revelation we must understand the
"How beauteous are their feet,
God fearing way. I also feel a desire to
nature of this Book. This Book was enW h o stand on Zion's hill.
write a few lines, hoping it may prove intirely unlike what we call a book. T h e
Who bring Salvation on their tongues
teresting to the readers of the V I S I T O R —
Revelator had, in his view, the figure of
And words of peace reveal."
especially those who have not heard from
a rolled u p parchment before him—not
B. J P A T T I S O N .
South Pelham, and of the revival here
sealed with seven seals at the close—but
Pelham,
Ontario.
last Spring. It pleased God to send His
one part was rolled u p and sealed, and
servants, Bro. J. W . Hoover, of South
then a second, so on until all was rolled
—Trust in Christ, brings peace amid up and sealed.
Cayuga, and George Detweiler of Sherkston, Ontario, to preach the gospel of outward sorrows and conflicts. When the
This perhaps will make it plain why
peace to this dying people. W h e n they pilot comes on board, the captain does seven seals were used. This Book extended
came, it was in the spirit and with a full not leave the bridge, but stands by theover the period of time from the apostolic
purpose of heart to do the Master's will. pilot's side. His responsibility is past, but age to t h e end ol time, and each part
T h e y were not easily discouraged, a n d his duties are not over. And when Christ sealed extended over a sub-division' of
through their preaching under the blessing comes into my heart my effort, my judg- time. John distinctly describes what ocof God, we were arrested in our wild ment, are not made unnecessary, or put curred in each period of time after breakcareer, brought to a sense of our condi- on one side. Let Him take the command, ing the various seals in their order. U n d e r
tion, and made to feel and taste of the and stand beside Him, and carry out His the last two seals are detailed the closing
goodness and saving power of our dear orders, and you will find rest t o your scenes of church and states. Also, t h e
Savior. Yes, this was glad tidings to a souls.—Dr. Alexander
number seven represents completeness.
MacLaren.

.
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This was a complete revelation. This
symbolic number is often thus used. T h e
Lord's Prayer, that complete model of all
prayers contains seven petitions. T h e
seven churches of Asia Minor span the
time from the apostles to the end of time,
in seven complete and distinct periods.
Christ is represented as a Lamb, having
seven horns and seven eyes; a symbol for
omnipotency and omnisciency (Rev. 5:6).
The seven spirits of God i. e.; the full
measure of the Spirit, (Rev- 1:4). So, we
have seven golden candlesticks, seven
stars, seven lamps, seven angels, seven
thunders, seven plagues, seven heads,
seven trumpets, etc., etc.,—all representing a complete number.

VISITOR.

For t h e Evangelical Visitor.

A LETTER.

March. 1,
For the Evangelical Visitor.

MISSION R E P O R T .

Written by Bro. Charles G. Baker to his Our present report dates back to January 12, at which time there had been a
Mother and Friends, after his confew persons, who had made a start in
version which took place,
divine life. And we can say to the praise
Monday, January 28.
of God from that time on the interest
kept on growing until quite a number
D E A R M O T H E R AND F R I E N D S : — O n c e
have become interested in their salvation.
more, not hearing from you, I thought
The Lord, truly, has done a wonderlul
it my duty to write you another letter, to
work here among his people. W e have
let you know how we are getting along.
had some powerful Holy Ghosfmeetings,
W e are usually well with the exception of
and among t h e most prominent were the
colds. Chance was about sick last night
afternoon prayer meetings, in which the
but is feeling better this morning. O,
Lord manifested his power both in condear friends, I wish you all could be out
victing and converting sinners. T h e dehere to attend the meetings with us, I
Now, Dear Brother, we have given our know it would do you all good, that is if claring of the whole counsel of God among
opinion; we want your opinion. It would you would let your thoughts run on the this people, has had a good effect, and it
have been just to demand your opinion subject. I, with many others, have re- has brought salvation into more than one
house; and has caused neighbors to befirst as you have one.
* ;;; *
ceived a change of heart. T h a n k the
come reconciled to each other, so making
Lord for it; that he is so good and mercipeace. Praise the Lord for a gospel that
ful, that he would call m e again when I
removes envy, hatred, and malice, and inhave wandered out into sin and went conFor the Evangelical Visitor.
stead restores peace, love, joy, good will
trary to his teachings. O; mother, I was
FROM A YOUNG SISTER.
to all; and a gospel that not only converts
was not truly converted when I made a
the soul, but also the senses such as sight,
start before. I thought that if m y name
The Lord convicted me of m y sins was on the church book that was enough, hearing, taste, etc. Quite a number have
very young, H e often spake to me that I but that will never save any one. No, no, been converted from the use of that vile
should come unto H i m ; but I was not it means something t o be a Christian, weed—tobacco; and others from the folly
willing. My parents o r none of the family and b y God's assisting grace I mean to of following the foolish and vain things oi
were members, and I felt ashamed to serve H i m t h e remainder of my days. the world, such as the disfiguring of their
make the first start. O h ! how foolish I Dear friends, that is no more than we bodies and faces.
was, to be ashamed to own m y Savior, ought to do for H e suffered and died so
W e have not softened the truth nor
who suffered and died for me, that I we could live. O ; such love, such wonder- smoothed our tongues to suit the carnal
through Him might be saved. But I ful love as our Savior showed for us poor mind, but have openly protested against
thank t h e good Lord that lie did not let sinlul creatures!
the many evils of the day in which many
me g o . This good spirit still troubled me;
of the so-called Christians engage; calling
W e expect to have prayer-meeting at them innocent amusements, many of
and in my sixteenth year I broke the
bonds of sin and Satan, and gave my our house to-day; we had one before. which we believe a r e nothing less than
heart to the Lord. I feel weak, and often Those prayer-meetings I used to think whitewashed iniquity. While a few beI d o not live so close to t h e Lord as I there was no enjoyment at such places, came offended, the major part of the peoshould; but it is my wish and desire to but now I can see different. I have re- ple accepted t h e truth, and many are
press onward in the good work. I have ceived more real comfort in the last two applying it to themselves. And we berealized that it is the only way we have weeks than in all m y past life. I have lieve with proper care and judicious trainto gain that heavenly home that is pre- heard people say that there was a reality ing, or teaching, there can be a brotherpared for God's children. I d o not feel in religion. I can now say I know there hood established here on purely gospel
ashamed of my plain dress, or the cover- is. O ! could I know that you all had principles. Our desire is to lay no other
ing for the head, for we know that t h e that same peace of mind that I have. O! foundation than that which has been laid
Scripture says that God "resisteth the may we all be prepared to g o when our by Christ and the apostles.
p r o u d . " W e are to become humble and time shall come and enter into that haven
W e are satisfied, if we would want to
childlike, if we wish to enter in through of rest which is prepared for the faithful,
adopt
t h e plan of many of the so-called
the strait gate, into the City. I ask an these are solemn thoughts, kind friends,
modern
Evangelists, we could have ten
and
may
we
all
be
prepared
to
meet
our
interest in the prayers of the brethren
converts
to one. But what would it all
God
in
peace,
so
we
m
a
y
not
be
an
unand sisters, that I may watch and pray,
amount
to
if not on pure gospel princibroken
family
in
heaven
as
we
are
here.
that when the Lord shall call m e from
ples,
ior
not
every one that saith, Lord,
From
your
unworthy
friend,
this world that I may be prepared to
Lord, shall inherit the kingdom, but they
meet H i m in peace. E L L A C L O P P E R .
CHARLES C. BAKER.
that do the will of our heavenly Father.
We are very much encouraged by many
Car/and, Mich., Feb. 6, 1889.
Welsh Run, Pa.
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of the new converts here, and others, who
earnestly pray to the Lord for u s , that
we may be the means in God's hands of
doing much good. W e have n o other
object in view, but the glory of God,
the salvation of precious souls, and the
general building u p of the cause of our
blessed Lord and Master.
W e more than rejoice to chronicle the
fact, on Thursday evening the 14th, we
were favored with sister help, from the
State of Ohio, in t h e persons of Sisters
Alice Crouse, Ella Dohner, and Lyda
Moist. W e especially feel under obligations to Bro. A. J . Miller, of Dayton,
Ohio, for the above help, the effects of
which is already visible, and we bespeak
many blessings upon this people through
their instrumentalities.
W e are much
pleased to see the willingness of these sisters to work for the Lord, and are free
to admit that they have already done more
work in way of encouraging the sisters,
who have come out on t h e Lord's side to
go on and forward in the ways of self-denial, than we possibly could have done.
W e are of the opinion that no effectual
work can be done in such places without
sister help, for the Lord does wonderfully
use these humble sisters to reach the
hearts of both men and women. W e have
contemplated stopping these meetings
several times, b u t when we are about
ready to close then new interest springs
up. People do not want the meetings to
close. At this writing, there are upwards
of thirty that have been converted and
renewed, or rather have experienced a
deeper work of grace in their hearts. T h e
effect of these meetings are felt quite a
ways and calls are coming in from different parts for preaching, and we aim to fill
all such requests as far as lieth in us. W e
regard this as a large field of labor, having an abundant harvest. O! that there
would be more earnest laborers through
these parts to carry the word of life to the
homes of the unsaved. A n d while we
labor in this field, being far away from
homes and loved ones, we hope to have
the earnest, continued prayers of the
brotherhood, that much good may be
done in t h e name of Christ. O u r prolonged stay in these parts, to some, may
seem more than called for, but the work
was of such a nature that we could but
make haste slowly, and we hope the labors
rendered will ultimately result in more
than can b e accounted for. T h e people
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For the Evangelical Visitor.
of these parts are very kind and hospitaTHE GRACE O F GOD.
ble, and have been extremely anxious for
our well-being, so much so that vigilance
" T h e grace of God t h a t bringeth
in way of self-denial is required on our
salvation h a t h appeared to all m e n . "
part, and in order that we be in health
Titus 2: r 1.
and our souls prosper we have adopted
Thank God for that word grace in the
the two meal system. With many good plainest commonest sense among men. It
wishes to all the readers of the V I S I T O R , gives us kindness and undeserved favors.
we are fraternally,
W e are not only redeemed b y grace, but
Z O O K & L O N G , Evangelists.
we are born by grace; and we shall be
Car/and, Mich., Feb. 18, i88g.
raised from the dead by grace. It is grace
~mm-m m
that has started me upward, and grace
has brought me thus far; and if I live
F O R E I G N MISSIONS.
right, grace will take me home to God.
Do you say you d o not believe in for- This free grace from a loving father is not
eign missions? Then there are certain only what I receive for nothing, but what
things which you cannot believe: you I get for the asking in prayer.
cannot believe that God so loved the
T h a n k God, he has promised to be with
world that he sent his Son to save it, or me to the end. W e cannot estimate the
that it is his wish that none should perish; worth of this grace of God by what it
but that all should come to repentance. costs us, but by what it brings. Dear
You deny God's universal love; you can- brethren, we are not redeemed with cornot believe that the gospel is the power ruptible things—by silver and gold, but
of God unto salvation to every one by the precious blood of the Son of God.
that believeth. You deny its efficiency, I feel that God loves me, and because he
you cannot believe that he was the Son of loved me, he died for me. My prayer is
God, o r has any claim to your obedience, for more grace to overcome all temptawho said, ' ' Go ye into all the world and tions that beset my pathway.
preach the Gospel to every creature,"
I thank the Lord that grace has peryou deny His authority, for it is clear as mitted me to stand among the people of
noon-day, that if you believe these things, God, where I can hear the sound Gospel
then you must believe in foreign missions. sermons, it is as meat and drink to m y
Unless you find in the Gospel some- soul.
thing which makes it worthy of being
Now, that grace that " bringeth sa lvatic n
preached to all men, you have not found to all men," will save one just as readily
in it that which makes it of any worth to as another. My heart feels for the unsaved
you; you have missed its meaning; you There are yet many out of the ark of
do not know its power. 1 he root of un- safety; they live as though they had no
belief in foreign missions is want of faith soul to save, and n o hell to shun. May
in the Gospel.
we as brethren and sisters pray earnestly
T h e following figures give the actual in behalf of these perishing souls, may
and relative numbers of mankind classified our walk be in the light, our confessions
according to their religion.
be honest before God, for then, we will not
Protestants, 116 millions; Greek Church fail, for an "effectual fervent prayer avail84 millions; Roman Catholics, 190 millions; eth m u c h " .
Jews, 8 millions; Heathen, 856 millions.
If the sinner would only come in an
honest way, confess before God his sins,
—Good men have tried the Bible in and pray for pardon, God would foryouth and in old age, in sickness and in give. A r e your sins forgiven? H a p p y
health, in business and at home, in life can you be in the consciousness of peace
and in death. Lawyers have tried it, with God. If not, Oh may God pity you!
statesmen have tried it, "society has tried it for your future prospects are terrible to
May you accept divine
—in its charities, its education, and its contemplate.
laws. But it is not worn out, it is not grace, for that brings salvation.

affected; it is ever young and never old; " 'Twas grace t h a t quickened m e when dead,
And grace my soul to Jesus led;
it is t h e Lord's Book; we need no others.
Grace brought m e pardon for m y sin,
The longer it is tried the more satisfacAnd grace subdues my soul w i t h i n . "
torily it is proved, the W o r d of the Lord,
FRANCIS HORST.
which abideth forever.—Dr. Hall.
Lancaster Co., Pa.
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T H E M A R T Y R S O F V A L L O U I S E . tains woman was but little better than a brethren of the valley of Lucerna in Piedslave, in spite of the broadest chivalry of mont, Chabert by name, purchased from
On the western slope of the Cothan Europe. S h e was held to be scarcely the Dauphin John the 2nd, a good house
Alps, within the limits of the old French anything but a creature formed for the in the principal village of the valley, and
Province of Dauphiny, is the picturesque purpose of ministering to the gratification presented it to the people of that place to
defile known as Val Louise.
of men's lust, and female virtue was a be used by them as a church. They held
It descends from Mount Pelvoux,whose myth. In the Val Louise the purity 01 peaceable possession of it until the year
snow-capped summit attains an altitude the maiden and wife was the basis of the 1348.
of 13,468 feet above the sea, to tke basin simple social life of the mountaineers.
One bright morning in t h e year last
There was not a woman but would have mentioned, there might have been seen
of the River Durance.
It is a bold and rugged ravine, abound- proved a Lucretia in the hour of trial, nor winding along the rugged road which
ing in fine scenery, but with little to at- a man who would not have died in de- borders the foaming Durance, a band of
armed men approaching from t h e directract those whose souls are not in sympa- fense of purity which all held so dear.
thy with the sterner beauties of nature.
So the little church of the Val Louise tion of Embrun, and descending into the
A few settlements exist in the valley, existed, simple and pure, a light in the peaceful valley. The sight, so unusual and
the principal of which is a village called midst of the darkness which overshadowed so startling, alarmed the inhabitants; the
La ville de val Louise.
T h e inhabitants the world. Its pastors kept it true to the news spread rapidly, and soon a crowd
are poor, simple in their mode of life, and faith of Christ; and Rome, which had be- had collected in the principal village to
earn their subsistence chiefly b y tending gun to put forth the audacious claims had await the arrival of the troops, who came
flocks, and cultivating the limited area of too much to do to carry on her war upon straight on into the place. They halted
arable ground accessible to them. Cut the great of the earth to give heed to this in front of the church. They were accompanied by a number of priests, and t h e
off from the world by the lofty mountains little nook of the Alps.
which Surround them, they know but little
T h e meetings of the church were held leader of the party informed the village
of what is passing in Europe, and take from time to time in t h e open air, or in folk that they had come by the order of
little interest in any but their own affairs. one of the huts of the village. T h e wor- the Archbishop of Embrun to destroy the
Within this mountain valley the faith ship was simple, and was similar to that Vaudois church of the Val Louise, which
of the Vaudois Christians found a welcome of the Vaudois of Piedmont. It went on church he said was a shame and disgrace
very soon after its introduction into Pied- without molestation until the thirteenth to the land. The villagers besought him
mont. T h e simple but powerful truths of century, when Rome, having consolidat- to spare their church, assuring him that
Christianity appealed to these rude moun- ed her power, resolved to silence every they were honest and harmless people,
taineers with a force which can hardly be voice which did not j'oin in her praise. and had wronged no one. T h e officer
imagined by those of us who live at the Between 1238 and 1243 the agents of the had no discretion. His orders were posipresent day.
Pope crossed t h e Alps and appeared in tive. Thfe church was fired, and in a little while nothing remained of it but a
T h e religion of the Prince of Peace be- the Val Louise. They came, they said
heap of smouldering ashes. T h e priests
came their rule of life, and while t h e for the purpose of converting t h e mounthen informed the people that the Archkingdoms of the world were warring and taineers to the faith of Christ but their
bishop
forbade t h e rebuilding of- t h e
struggling without, within the Val Louise demand was, "Acknowledge the supremchurch
on
pain of excommunication.
there was peace and love. There was acy of the Pope; receive the mass." T h e
This wicked deed was not accomplished
little need for the strong arm of the law mountaineers heard the demand with
here, for the mountain Christians yielded amazement. T h e bishop of R o m e they without remonstrance on the part of the
an implicit obedience to those in author- declared was a local prelate, and h a d no Vaudois. These remonstrances, howThey were the
ity over them. T o honor and obey their authority over them, and as for the mass ever, availed nothing.
prince was as much a religious duty with and the other doctrines taught by the cause of further affliction to the mounpriests, they were idolatrous and repug- taineers. Twelve of those who had been
them as to fear God.
Lawlessness and crime were unknown nant to t h e word of God. In vain the most prominent in their efforts to save
among them. Beyond their mountains priests argued and persuaded. T h e Vau- the church were seized by order of the
no rights were respected but those of the dois Christians met them at all points priests, and conveyed to Embrun to be
great nobles, who were strong enough to with the uncompromising statement, ' ' W e tried by the Archbishop for heresy.
Arrived at that place they were thrown
maintain them, and no one could feel reject these things because they are consure that he would not be stripped of his demned by the Bible." Argument being into prison and allowed to lie there for
possessions by another more powerful in vain, t h e priests called in the power some days. They were then brought beof the State. T h e bishop of Embrun, in fore the Archbishop, who questioned them
than himself.
Within the Val Louise each man was whose diocese the valley lay, was made concerning their faith. This they stated
T h e Vaudois were plainly and without equivocation. They
honest, and no one dreamed of despoil- chief persecutor.
seized,
imprisoned,
tortured,
burned, but were then asked if they would acknowling his neighbor of his goods. If one
they
kept,
their
faith
pure
to
the
last, and edge t h e supremacy of t h e Pope, and
lacked any of the necessities of the life,
died
calling
on
t
h
e
name
of
the
Master accept t h e Roman Catholic doctrines of
the others were ready t o share their
in
whose
cause
they
suffered.
Soon
after the Mass, the Sacrament, the worship of
scanty store with him. Love and charity
this
persecution,
one
of
t
h
e
Vaudois
he Virgin and the Saints, and confession.
were the rule of all. Beyond the moun-
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They refused to accept either or any of
these doctrines.
T h e religion they professed had been
transmitted to them unimpaired through
a succession of faithful ministers from the
days of the Apostles. They desired to live
and die in it. As for the doctrines offered
for their acceptance, they were errors,
and they could not admit them without
doing violence to their consciences and
sinning against God, whose written word,
the Holy Bible, gave no warrant for them.
In consequence of this refusal they were
subjected to cruel tortures. But they remained firm, praying to God in their
agony to keep them faithful unto death.
Unable to make apostates of these Christians, the Archbishop condemned them
to death as heretics.
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thrown on the burning pile, and in a little Then again the plain covering of our
while the twelve faithful witnesses for sisters with a few slight changes was at
Christ were but a heap of ashes, which one time (so old people tell us) a general
the monks scattered to the four winds of custom in almost all country places, with
young as well as old. Now iu is about the
heaven.
When the news of the martyrdom greatest cross our sisters have to bear, so
reached the hamlets of Val Louise, there despised has it become in the eyes of the
was sore weeping and sorrow among world.
On the other hand, popular opinion has
those to whom the martyrs were bound
by the ties of love and kindred: but the changed for the better by recognizing as
mourners did not sorrow as those without evils some things that were once held as
hope; in the depth of their grief the}' indispensable as the necessaries of life.
Our
thanked God that their loved ones had (I refer to whisky and tobacco.)
not betrayed His cause, and prayed that older people tell us, that when they were
their example might be a lesson and a young whisky was furnished ad libitum in
warning to the church to be faithful unto the harvest field, at the threshing, raisings,
death, that having passed unscathed logging bees, and so forth, without excitthrough the fire of persecution, it might ing unfavorable comments from others.
receive, with these beloved martyrs, the But all this is changed. G o t o the scenes
T h e square in front of the Cathedral of crown of life, which God has promised to of labor before alluded to. The whisky
Embrun was appointed for their execu- those who suffer for his sake.— Cross and at least has disappeared, the men come
and go to and from their labor sober.
tion. A large pile of wood and reeds was Crown.
What has caused this revolution among not
erected in the centre of the square, and
only
professors but among non-professors?
For the Evangelical Visitor.
on the appointed day a vast concourse of
Most
assuredly it has been brought about
people assembled to witness the martyrTIMES CHANGE.
by
the
sad experience of thousands o 1
dom. T h e martyrs were led from their
heart-broken
mothers, children, wives
prisons under a strong guard, and were
Since reading N o . 5 of the E V A N G E L I and
sisters,
and
by the influence of the
attended by a number of monks, who CAL VISITOR I have been thinking of the
church
generally.
How many a mother
mingled their exhortations with cruel re- many changes times make in the world
has
seen
her
darling
boy go to eternal
proaches and taunts. Each of the Vaudois generally, and especially in the churches,
destruction
over
the
blue-flamed
breakers
was dressed in a yellow robe, on which ours included.
How many things that
of
intoxicating
drink,
and
heart-broken
were painted red flames, symbolical of were once held t o be rank, worldly idolathose of hell. Upon reaching the scene try, to have, to use, or to wear, may now be she has prayed God to destroy the inferof their suffering, they received the curse found as matters of course, all through the nal traffic. T h e poor wife who has sat
of the Romish Church, which, the priests brotherhood, while some things that were night after night, waiting in mortal fear
declared, cut them off from all hope -of then tolerated, and, by some, even justi- and terror, the return, from the grog-shop,
of him who once was a kind husband, and
heaven.
fied, are now condemned, as wrong and
loving father, but who in the snares of the
Then again, some things that
Their heads were then shaved, their sinful.
monster drink, comes home more like a
feet were made bare, and ropes were were once a heavy cross to bear have had ferocious beast, abusing his wife and chilpassed about their necks. Then from out the cross removed by the changes of dren, and perhaps turning them out into
The same changes, however,
the dark Cathedral tower came floating the fashion.
the cold and darkness, and himself
deep tones of the bell which tolled their while taking the weight off" one shoulder ultimately go down to a drunkard's grave,
funeral knell, and the Romish clergy have simply placed it on the other. Some leaving the wife destitute and heart-broken,
chanted the dirge appointed for such oc- thirty-six years ago, when our brethren to battle with a cold world, and support
went to town they were objects of ridicasions.
her worse than orphaned children alone.
As for the martyrs, they stood calm cule, because, they wore beards. The
Yes, God is hearing the groans, and the
and cheerful, paying no heed to these custom then was to shave clean and wear
sounds of hate and vengeance, but lift- the hair of the head a moderate length, bitter cries of the widows and orphans,
ing their hearts in prayer, and asking for but behold how changed. Now the hair against this soul-destroying traffic, and, its
Agencies are at
strength to suffer bravely for Christ's sake; of the face is cultivated like some rare days are numbered.
and when they spoke to each other they exotic, to all lengths, and shapes, while work which will ultimately succeed if
uttered only words of comfort and cheer. the head is run over with something like proper care is used and rash and precipiW h e n the dirge was finished, the priests a lawn mower in such close proximity to tate action is avoided. God will hear the
again exhorted the Vaudois to accept the the roots as to make all prospect of a prayers of the Christian people. God will
faith 'of Rome, and again did the latter future crop appear hopeless, while those not always let the cries of the orphan and
refuse to purchase their lives at a sacrifice who adhere to the old way are laughed the widows go unanswered. So with toof the truth. T h e executioners advanced, at, and invited to read 1 Cor. 11:14, just bacco, it must go. It is another of those
one b y one the victims were seized and as if the inspired writer had taken for his evils that are undermining the morals and
strangled. Their lifeless bodies were then standard the custom of the present day. the health of our youth, but brethren l e t
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us use wisdom, let us use care, in the new resolutions. I for one have made
means we make use of to accomplish one. I will endeavor to live a more dethe object we so much desire, let us voted life; I will endeavor to live nearer
meet those who have been caught in my Master. Brethren and sisters, let us
its snares, in a Christian manner; let all try and live a more religious life, for
us pray for them, lest we defeat the I know that, we cannot do too much for
very object we have in view. Let us re- the Lord, for H e has shown us the light
member the words of inspiration, " L e t and truth. H e has been gracious to u s ;
not him who girdeth on his harness boast I bless His name for the privilege we have
as him who putteth it off." W e should to praise His holy name, and I can say I
avoid the error of making a hobby of any am not tired oi the way. Well I must
one thing, and b y taking all the guns to close for this time, and if this does not
fire from the one fort leave the others un- drop into the waste basket I will come
protected and at the mercy of the enemy. again.
A L B E R T M. H E I S E Y .
" B u t let us clear ourselves from all filthiBrookville.
Ohio.
ness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of the Lord.
MEMORY GEMS.
F.

Richmond

ELLIOTT.

Hill, Out.
M M —

I WILL.
I olt times wonder why so many people
—professors especially—say, I will, and not
put it to practice, but stand in a kind oi
lethargy. If we say, I will, and put forth
the effort, a n d try to do as we say, then
we may accomplish the thing that we desire. Christ said to the man with the
lame hand, "Stretch forth thy hand." H e
had a will to be healed; he had a will to
do as he was commanded; he had faith
in the great Physician, the healer of all
ailments. Therefore I will come in. H e
made the effort and succeeded- His hand
was healed and he went forth rejoicing.
So it was with Simon the fisherman.
Christ said, "Launch out in the deep and
let down your nets." Simon said, ' 'Master; we have toiled all the night and have
taken nothing. Nevertheless at thy word
I will let down the net." Methinks I see
the men straining every nerve trying to
raise that mighty draught offish. W e see
there are some men putting forth their
will-power; they said: I will, They made the
effort and succeeded. So it is with every
man, woman, or child. If we say, I will,
and make the effort, we also will succeed,
if the object in view is within reach and in
accordance with God's will.
Look at the case of t h e prodigal son.
After he had wasted his portion he saw
his condition, he resolved to g o back
home. I will arise and go to my lather,
for there is plenty and to spare. H e had
faith in his father, he knew his father
would own him. H e also made the effort
and succeeded. Now as the New Year is
here, no doubt many of us have made

BY J. R. Z.

That which is life to a Christian is death
to a sinner. In illustration: T h e Summer
breeze, rain, and sunshine, which is vitality
to living vegetation, increases and hastens
the decay of that which is dead.
Be not like the evening star: buried in
darkness; but like the morning star: buried in the exceeding brightness of that
light, which is the great centre of all light.

March 1, 1889.

D I E D . — F e b . 3, 1889, ofTyphoid fever,
at her mother's home, Markham, O n t ,
Sister Martha Lung, maiden name Martha
Williams, aged 22 years, 3 months, and
4 days. Deceased yielded to the pleadings of a loving Savior when quite young,
and united with t h e Brethren church of
which she has been a consistent member
up to her death. Deceased was united in
matrimony, March 12th, 1888, to John
L u n g of Stayner, who is now left with
one child t o mourn their loss. Funeral
services by J. W . Hoover and S. Baker
from Heb. 11:10.
"

H . R. H E I S E .

D I E D . — N e a r Paradise, W a y n e county,
Ohio, J a n . 27th, 1889, Daniel Winger,
aged 71 years, 2 months and 14 days,
after a sickness and severe suffering of
about four weeks. T h e funeral was held
in the Paradise meeting-house on Jan.
29th, attended by a large congregation.
Preaching by David Hostetler and the
writer from Rev. 14:13 and 6:17. T h e
remains were interred in the Paradise
Cemetery.

Bro. Winger was born in Lancaster
connty, Pa., Nov. 14th, 1817, came with
It is very hard for us to bear what
sometimes is laid upon us when our best his parents, Henry and Maria Winger, to
motives are misconstrued, yet if we can Wayne county, O., in May 1838. H e
accept for ourselves t h e language of the was married to Anna Comp, J a n . 19th
Apostle where he says, ' ' For what glory 1851. They had three children, one is
is it if when ye sin and are buffeted for it dead. Amanda died April 7th, 1872, aged
ye shall take it patiently, but if when ye 17 years, 2 months, and 12 days; two are
do well and suffer for it ye take it patient- living, one a daughter Susan M. married
ly, this is acceptable to G o d " our trials to C. V . Plough, and a son, Franklin D .
are under these circumstances alleviated Winger married to Emma C. Richards.
by the assurance that what we do is ac- All religious and all reside in W a y n e Co.
cepted with God if they are misconstrued
Bro. Winger united with t h e church
by men.
about two years ago, of which his wife
had been a member for many years. H e
OBITUARIES.
was a consistent and faithful christian, a
kind and affectionate husband and father,
D I E D at my residence, F e b . 7th, 1889,
and a good and peaceable neighbor. H e
David Cocklin, aged 73 years, 6 months
bore his sufferings with christian fortitude
and 15 days. T h e deceased, although
and resignation, often praying if it was the
not a church member, was a moral and
good citizen, kind and beloved by all who will of the Lord, H e should let him pass
knew h i m . Shortly before he died, he over. H e leaves a wife, two children and
was awakened to a sense of his unsaved many friends to mourn their loss.
condition. H e sought and found peace
with God, and he desired to follow the
Savior in Baptism. His wife died about
17 years ago. H e leaves twelve children
ind many friends to mourn their loss.
Services by Joseph Bucher and the writer
from 2 Corinthians, 5 chap. 14,15 verses.
JOHN H. MYERS.

Shepherdstmvn,

Pa.

ELIAS SCHROCK.

By request, we add the following lines:
"Father, thou art gone to rest
Thine is an earthly tomb,
But Jesus summoned thee away;
Thy Savior called thee home.
Father, thou art gone to rest,
Thy toils and cares are o'er;
And sorrow, pain, and suffering
.Shall ne'er distress thee more."

